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legal routes and will only be used under common law. The right to use these will 

cease in 2026, hence the Ramblers’ campaign to add them to the definitive map. 

Many of these unrecorded “white roads” have been claimed as rights of way, but 

are still awaiting a decision by the highway authority. In the case of Somerset 

County any routes that are the subject of a claim are shown on the SCC on-line 

RoW map by going to the “Open Modification” option on the main menu and no 

further action is required. There is no equivalent facility for North Somerset. If 

any member is aware of a “white road” that they know is used as a footpath or 

bridleway, but is not recorded as a highway or been claimed as one, they should 

contact either their Group Footpath Secretary or Carl Earl (Area Footpaths Sec-

retary) for advice on how Ramblers’ can arrange for the route to be claimed be-

fore the 2026 cut-off.  

Checking the route has not been changed 

On a recent Ramblers’ walk the group was stopped by a farmer claiming that the 

path had been diverted. According to the OS map they were using it had not. Sub-

sequently, the relevant County’s on-line map showed that the path had indeed 

been diverted. It is advisable for all walk leaders to ensure that the planned route 

has not been altered.  

All the areas we normally walk in (Somerset, N. Somerset, Devon, Dorset and 

Wiltshire) have on-line RoW maps showing the current line of RoW in those ares. 

The maps can be accessed by Googling  “Rights of Way in xxx”. 

Somerset’s new on-line site is fully interactive and can be used to report problems 

(also shown) which can be useful in planning a walk. The “Dorset Explorer” site 

also shows reported problems, but a different site must be used to report new 

problems found. 

Want To Help Keep our Paths Open? 

One way members of Ramblers’ can help is to join a group working party that 

clears paths, erects stiles or gates and other work in co-operation with the High-

way Authority. In Somerset Area we have active working parties in Mendip, 

Sedgemoor, S. Somerset and Woodspring Groups.  Any member can join in the 

very varied work and you may be able to bring any special skills you have to bear, 

or just your time and labour.  

For more details on your local Group working party consult your Group’s web-

site and come and enjoy the countryside while maintaining our path network. Per-

haps Taunton Deane and West Somerset could also consider joining this activity? 

Cropping of Paths 

A little used requirement of the current EU farm payments system is that Rs o W 

must be kept clear and usable. Ramblers’ issued advice last year on how to report 

such abuses to the Rural Payments Agency which can withhold payments to farm-

ers. Following Brexit this provision might well lapse and Somerset promoted a 

resolution at this year’s General Conference, which was overwhelmingly passed, 

to ask Ramblers’ to seek to ensure that in any new payments scheme to farmers 

similar provisions are applied  Carl Earl,  Area Footpath Secretary   
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NEW SAFEGURDING POLICY FROM RAMBLERS 
The main change is that, everyone under 18 now needs to be accompanied by a re-

sponsible adult, such as a parent, guardian, teacher or youth worker, when they par-

ticipate in Ramblers walks and other activities. There are no other substantial 

changes to the policy.  This means that unaccompanied 15-17 year olds with written 

parental consent are no longer able to participate in our activities, and the old con-

sent cards  are no longer valid. We have made this change because we’ve been ad-

vised by Children 1st to ensure we don’t fall into regulated work with children . It 

simplifies the policy and avoids potential confusion, reducing the risk of harm to eve-

ryone who participates in Ramblers activities, and improves support and protection 

for our volunteers ensuring we comply with the law.  

What do you need to do? 
Few 15-17-year-olds currently attend Ramblers walks unaccompanied so the change 

will affect very few groups, areas and individuals. But all groups and areas should be 

familiar with the safeguarding policy, so please take this opportunity to refresh your-

self by visiting the safeguarding volunteer toolkit. 

As well as the complete policy, there are separate documents for groups and areas, 

walk leaders and participants: you only need the one that’s relevant to you. 

Please let all relevant volunteers who might need to know about this (eg. 

walk leaders, membership secretaries, website editors, publicity officers, 

path team coordinators) know about the change and direct them to the 

safeguarding volunteer toolkit or ask for someone to print off the information if 

you need it. In particular, note that:  

The Ramblers helps everyone enjoy walking, but we can’t take special responsibility 

or provide special care. We welcome children, young people under 18 and vulner-

able adults on all activities that are suitable for them as individuals, so long as they 

are accompanied by someone responsible for them. 

Walk leaders and other activity organisers have a responsibility towards all partici-

pants, and can turn people away if in their judgement the activity is unsuitable. 

Special arrangements apply for activities directly targeted at children, young people 

or vulnerable adults: please contact the safeguarding officer before organising these. 

.If unaccompanied 15-17-year-olds regularly attend your walks:  

Let them and their parents/guardians know immediately about the change if you can, 

including our reasons for making it 

Make sure walk leaders know that all under-18s now need to be accompanied and 

consent letters and Ramblers consent cards are no longer accepted 

If someone under 18 attends an activity unaccompanied, it’s best for everyone that 

they do not participate. Do your best to ensure that they are safe, for example by 

asking for a contact number and making arrangements with a parent or guardian.  
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The Ramblers website can be found at: www.ramblers.org.uk 
Area website is at: www.somersetramblers.co.uk 

Under special circumstances, for example, if you are far from the young person’s 

home and no-one else is available to ensure they can get home safely, you may 

choose to include them as a one off. In this case:  

Keep a close eye on the young person and check they are accounted for throughout 

the activity. 

Keep a note, and complete the incident report form (found in our safeguarding 

toolkit). 

Make sure that the young person and their parent or guardian are aware that they 

will need to be accompanied in future. 

If you need to discuss the changes further, please contact the safeguarding officer: 

Rebekkah Abraham (020 7339 8594 or rebekkah.abraham@ramblers.org.uk —
——————————- 

Taunton Deane Rambler’s Milestone 
 
John Ollerenshaw, group chairman for the last 

six years, has never been one to blow his own 

trumpet, but recognises that perhaps this sum-

mer is a time to reflect on the group’s history 

and his own particular achievement. 

On Tuesday 20th June the group held an Open 

Afternoon at Trull’s Church Hall for members 

and non-members. While some dropped in for 

a cuppa and enjoyed a display featuring many 

photos and facts of the group’s twenty-four 

years, John led his 250th walk for the group! 

As a joint group founder back in 1993 with the 

late Steve Barnard, John has steadily notched up a huge variety of walks of various 

lengths for the group at home and abroad and suffered the blisters to prove it! 

He readily admits he’s just happy with five or so miles these days, but, as group archi-

vist as well, he has amassed a wealth of material that he reckons many older members 

will enjoy together with an amusing picture quiz. 

       John Ollerenshaw 
 

Rambling in Somerset published by members of Taunton Deane Ramblers 

23 walks from across the county from 4 -15 miles in length with OS maps and pic-

tures.  To obtain a copy of this splendid walker's guide, send details of your name and 

address and cheque for just £5.00 to John Ollerenshaw, Stable Cottage, High Street, 

Wiveliscombe TA4 2JX 

The picture shows John on the left with the late  

Steve Barnard at a group annual dinner. 
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Stuart Maconie, radio and television broadcaster, writer, journalist, keen fell-

walker, honorary member of the Wainwright Society, and passionate advocate of 

walkers’ rights, was elected the Ramblers’ President for 2017.  

This was followed by a session on General Council business. As there were 15 

nominations for 7 Trustee places, a hustings was held where the candidates were 

given a few minutes to present themselves and answer a couple of questions re-

lating to how they see their rôle as a Trustee. It was then off to the Bar and Din-

ner. Following dinner there was a quiz but both Phil and I went to see a presenta-

tion of the Ramblers’ Online Forum that went live on 4th April. 

After a full English breakfast voting opened for the Trustees: a rather strange 

system whereby one voted for up to 7 of the candidates. The 3 with most votes 

would serve 3 years as Trustees. Following the announcement of the 3-year re-

sults there was a second ballot where again one could vote for up to 7 of the 

remaining candidates. From this vote the two with the highest number of votes 

would serve two years with the 3rd and 4th highest serving a year. 

The Sunday council session began with an excellent presentation by Alex Man-

nings the Honorary Treasurer. Financially Ramblers’ is in good health and despite 

a falling membership the membership income is stable. Christine Grant, Director 

of Services, explained the new Tapestry project that is intended to improve com-

munication and IT issues by upgrading and replacing existing systems. This was 

followed by action taken on motions from previous years and then debates on 

this year’s motions. All the motions were passed with the motion, submitted by 

Somerset Area and seconded by Cornwall, on any new agricultural payments 

system resulting from Brexit should be effective in that anyone in receipt of pub-

lic funds meeting their legal obligations with regards to ROW and other public 

access, was passed unanimously.  

The 2018 General Council will take place at Bangor University on 7 th/8th April.  

 Robin Downton, Somerset Area & Woodspring Group Treasurer 

 

Area Footpath Secretary’s Report  
Lost Footpaths and White Roads  

Ramblers’ publicity about the “Lost Ways” campaign is something of a misnomer 

as the ways are not really lost, just not recorded as legal rights of way. Prior to 

2026, when the law changes, a route can be legally walked either because it is 

recorded as a right of way on the relevant Highway Authority’s definitive map , or 
because it has always been used without anyone preventing its use (Common 

Law Right).  After 2026 you can only legally use routes recorded on the definitive 

map. 

One of the largest types of unrecorded routes on the definitive map and regularly 

used by the public, are what are shown as “white roads”. These are usually un-

surfaced tracks and often lead to recorded RoWs. Some of them are, in fact, 

public highways and the OS distinguishes these with green dots (indicating an 

unsurfaced public highway). These do not need to be claimed: they are already 

legal highways. White roads without the green dots are probably not recorded as  
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legal routes and will only be used under common law. The right to use these will 

cease in 2026, hence the Ramblers’ campaign to add them to the definitive map. 

Many of these unrecorded “white roads” have been claimed as rights of way, but 

are still awaiting a decision by the highway authority. In the case of Somerset 

County any routes that are the subject of a claim are shown on the SCC on-line 

RoW map by going to the “Open Modification” option on the main menu and no 

further action is required. There is no equivalent facility for North Somerset. If 

any member is aware of a “white road” that they know is used as a footpath or 

bridleway, but is not recorded as a highway or been claimed as one, they should 

contact either their Group Footpath Secretary or Carl Earl (Area Footpaths Sec-

retary) for advice on how Ramblers’ can arrange for the route to be claimed be-

fore the 2026 cut-off.  

Checking the route has not been changed 

On a recent Ramblers’ walk the group was stopped by a farmer claiming that the 

path had been diverted. According to the OS map they were using it had not. Sub-

sequently, the relevant County’s on-line map showed that the path had indeed 

been diverted. It is advisable for all walk leaders to ensure that the planned route 

has not been altered.  

All the areas we normally walk in (Somerset, N. Somerset, Devon, Dorset and 

Wiltshire) have on-line RoW maps showing the current line of RoW in those ares. 

The maps can be accessed by Googling  “Rights of Way in xxx”. 

Somerset’s new on-line site is fully interactive and can be used to report problems 

(also shown) which can be useful in planning a walk. The “Dorset Explorer” site 

also shows reported problems, but a different site must be used to report new 

problems found. 

Want To Help Keep our Paths Open? 

One way members of Ramblers’ can help is to join a group working party that 

clears paths, erects stiles or gates and other work in co-operation with the High-

way Authority. In Somerset Area we have active working parties in Mendip, 

Sedgemoor, S. Somerset and Woodspring Groups.  Any member can join in the 

very varied work and you may be able to bring any special skills you have to bear, 

or just your time and labour.  

For more details on your local Group working party consult your Group’s web-

site and come and enjoy the countryside while maintaining our path network. Per-

haps Taunton Deane and West Somerset could also consider joining this activity? 

Cropping of Paths 

A little used requirement of the current EU farm payments system is that Rs o W 

must be kept clear and usable. Ramblers’ issued advice last year on how to report 

such abuses to the Rural Payments Agency which can withhold payments to farm-

ers. Following Brexit this provision might well lapse and Somerset promoted a 

resolution at this year’s General Conference, which was overwhelmingly passed, 

to ask Ramblers’ to seek to ensure that in any new payments scheme to farmers 

similar provisions are applied  Carl Earl,  Area Footpath Secretary   
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NEW SAFEGURDING POLICY FROM RAMBLERS 
The main change is that, everyone under 18 now needs to be accompanied by a re-

sponsible adult, such as a parent, guardian, teacher or youth worker, when they par-

ticipate in Ramblers walks and other activities. There are no other substantial 

changes to the policy.  This means that unaccompanied 15-17 year olds with written 

parental consent are no longer able to participate in our activities, and the old con-

sent cards  are no longer valid. We have made this change because we’ve been ad-

vised by Children 1st to ensure we don’t fall into regulated work with children . It 

simplifies the policy and avoids potential confusion, reducing the risk of harm to eve-

ryone who participates in Ramblers activities, and improves support and protection 

for our volunteers ensuring we comply with the law.  

What do you need to do? 
Few 15-17-year-olds currently attend Ramblers walks unaccompanied so the change 

will affect very few groups, areas and individuals. But all groups and areas should be 

familiar with the safeguarding policy, so please take this opportunity to refresh your-

self by visiting the safeguarding volunteer toolkit. 

As well as the complete policy, there are separate documents for groups and areas, 

walk leaders and participants: you only need the one that’s relevant to you. 

Please let all relevant volunteers who might need to know about this (eg. 

walk leaders, membership secretaries, website editors, publicity officers, 

path team coordinators) know about the change and direct them to the 

safeguarding volunteer toolkit or ask for someone to print off the information if 

you need it. In particular, note that:  

The Ramblers helps everyone enjoy walking, but we can’t take special responsibility 

or provide special care. We welcome children, young people under 18 and vulner-

able adults on all activities that are suitable for them as individuals, so long as they 

are accompanied by someone responsible for them. 

Walk leaders and other activity organisers have a responsibility towards all partici-

pants, and can turn people away if in their judgement the activity is unsuitable. 

Special arrangements apply for activities directly targeted at children, young people 

or vulnerable adults: please contact the safeguarding officer before organising these. 

.If unaccompanied 15-17-year-olds regularly attend your walks:  

Let them and their parents/guardians know immediately about the change if you can, 

including our reasons for making it 

Make sure walk leaders know that all under-18s now need to be accompanied and 

consent letters and Ramblers consent cards are no longer accepted 

If someone under 18 attends an activity unaccompanied, it’s best for everyone that 

they do not participate. Do your best to ensure that they are safe, for example by 

asking for a contact number and making arrangements with a parent or guardian.  
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Are there photographers amongst your group’s walkers???  
A few years ago when we were looking at ideas to further publicise our group and 

it’s activities, I alighted on the idea of compiling a calendar with pictures from some 

of our group photographers on the front and with a walk to or around the view 

presented each month on the back. 

Yes, we were fortunate in having committee members who regularly took their cam-

era on walks and who had amassed a fine choice of pictures, but I would be very 

surprised if no group had any photographers at all! 

In our efforts to produce a calendar we initially started with a small sub-committee 

who met to view and select possible calendar pictures. We whittled this down to 

around thirteen or fourteen pictures with the proviso that each had to have a possi-

ble walk associated with it with the possible exception of the cover shot. Volunteer 

members were readily co-opted to recce relevant walks, and publishers were visited. 

At this point I can hear sceptics among you saying….but where does the money 

come from? Whilst we in Taunton Deane Ramblers had funds available from earlier 

projects, I do remind members than none of our walk books would have reached 

the printer without sponsorship from one source or another, and though money is 

harder to obtain, there still are organisations who believe in the many virtues of 

walking. 

It was not a difficult matter to persuade many of our members to act as agents sell-

ing calendars to friends and fellow walkers. Our local TIC sold many, as did various 

newsagents, post offices and bookshops, and the 400 we published “disappeared” 

well before the end of the year. 

We produced calendars for 2016 and 2017, and judging by the amount of interest 

they aroused the project was time and money well spent. 

Might I therefore ask if there’s a photographer or two willing to take up the chal-

lenge for their group????     John Ollerenshaw 

Editor’s note: Woodspring’s Martin Raines produced a brilliant calendar using mem-

bers’ photos for our group last year.  The intention is to continue annually. 

 

Ramblers General Council 1st-2nd April 2017 
During the first weekend in April, Philip Bisatt (Somerset Area Rep. for Taunton 

Deane Group) and myself attended the 2017 Ramblers’ General Council at South-

ampton University. This was the first attendance for Phil and the second for myself, 

as I attended the 2016 meeting at York and what a difference  between the two 
meetings. 2016 became too embroiled with governance and the problems Ramblers’ 

was facing.  At that meeting many of the motions were remitted, as there was no 

time for them to be debated and voted on. This year’s meeting was much more up-

beat, looking to the future without dwelling too much on the past though some of 

the current problems e.g. falling membership, were mentioned. The meeting com-

menced with various presentations including highlights from 2016 and the future 

direction. The withdrawal of funding from Macmillan for Walking for Health was 

mentioned and that Ramblers’ would be seeking other partners.  
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WOODSPRING SPRING BREAK 
 

In March 19 members of Woodspring Ramblers enjoyed a 3-night break at The 

Treloyhan Manor Hotel overlooking Carbis Bay in Cornwall.  On Saturday after-

noon we took the coastal path, which ran along the lower edge of the hotel 

grounds, into St. Ives and back over the headland. We saw Common Dolphins 

(Porpoises) swimming a short way from shore and walking into picturesque St 

Ives, a large flock of Turnstone scurrying around the beach. A very refreshing 4-5 

miler, building appetites for the first of our excellently prepared and served meals.    

On Sunday we visited the Knill Monument, and got an amazing view of the iconic 

St Michael's Mount from the top of Trenscombe hill. From Trenscombe it was 

down to the Hayle Estuary for our picnic lunch, then along the beach at Port Kid-

ney Sands where despite the sunshine and brilliant, blue sky it was hard work 

walking against a very strong wind whipping the sand into our faces. This 10 + 

miler was tough in places as the fields were rather muddy: one member needed 

pulling out at one point. A toad was spotted happily living in a cattle grid and a seal 

fishing at the base of the cliffs below us.  

Following dinner Mike Newing presented a 

quiz with some very taxing questions. 

Monday's walk, from Sennen Cove to Land's 

End and back through the countryside, was 

hard in places, but well worth the effort for 

glorious scenery until the mist gradually 

edged in from the sea but it remained dry. 4 

of our members navigated themselves on 

longer walks, which I cannot report on, ex-

cept that they all got back safely. 

So thank you Robin for an excellent week-

end, in a glorious location enjoyed by all. 

Maggie Thompson 

 

Network Rail Proposed Crossing Closures latest. 
The petition has closed - but the campaign is not over! 

Network Rail released proposals to close 115 level crossings across East Anglia. 

The proposals originally included 130 crossings, but thanks to objections from 

Ramblers’ and local residents, 15 have been removed.  

Vanessa Griffiths, Ramblers chief executive, met with Network Rail about our 

concerns with the closures and the consultation process. This was a good meeting 

with commitments made to closer working. We recently received the official noti-

fication of the closures in East Anglia and have worked with local volunteers to 

object to closures that will cause problems for walkers.  We have since found out 

that Cambridgeshire County Council is objecting to the proposals and there-

fore a public inquiry will take place. 

Reg and Maggie enjoying a frolic in 

the mud 

https://www.networkrail.co.uk/running-the-railway/our-routes/anglia/anglia-level-crossings/
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Ramblers General Council 1st-2nd April 2017 
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as I attended the 2016 meeting at York and what a difference  between the two 
meetings. 2016 became too embroiled with governance and the problems Ramblers’ 

was facing.  At that meeting many of the motions were remitted, as there was no 
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menced with various presentations including highlights from 2016 and the future 

direction. The withdrawal of funding from Macmillan for Walking for Health was 

mentioned and that Ramblers’ would be seeking other partners.  
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WOODSPRING SPRING BREAK 
 

In March 19 members of Woodspring Ramblers enjoyed a 3-night break at The 

Treloyhan Manor Hotel overlooking Carbis Bay in Cornwall.  On Saturday after-

noon we took the coastal path, which ran along the lower edge of the hotel 

grounds, into St. Ives and back over the headland. We saw Common Dolphins 

(Porpoises) swimming a short way from shore and walking into picturesque St 

Ives, a large flock of Turnstone scurrying around the beach. A very refreshing 4-5 

miler, building appetites for the first of our excellently prepared and served meals.    
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down to the Hayle Estuary for our picnic lunch, then along the beach at Port Kid-

ney Sands where despite the sunshine and brilliant, blue sky it was hard work 

walking against a very strong wind whipping the sand into our faces. This 10 + 

miler was tough in places as the fields were rather muddy: one member needed 

pulling out at one point. A toad was spotted happily living in a cattle grid and a seal 

fishing at the base of the cliffs below us.  

Following dinner Mike Newing presented a 

quiz with some very taxing questions. 

Monday's walk, from Sennen Cove to Land's 

End and back through the countryside, was 

hard in places, but well worth the effort for 

glorious scenery until the mist gradually 

edged in from the sea but it remained dry. 4 

of our members navigated themselves on 

longer walks, which I cannot report on, ex-

cept that they all got back safely. 

So thank you Robin for an excellent week-

end, in a glorious location enjoyed by all. 

Maggie Thompson 

 

Network Rail Proposed Crossing Closures latest. 
The petition has closed - but the campaign is not over! 

Network Rail released proposals to close 115 level crossings across East Anglia. 

The proposals originally included 130 crossings, but thanks to objections from 

Ramblers’ and local residents, 15 have been removed.  

Vanessa Griffiths, Ramblers chief executive, met with Network Rail about our 

concerns with the closures and the consultation process. This was a good meeting 

with commitments made to closer working. We recently received the official noti-

fication of the closures in East Anglia and have worked with local volunteers to 

object to closures that will cause problems for walkers.  We have since found out 

that Cambridgeshire County Council is objecting to the proposals and there-

fore a public inquiry will take place. 

Reg and Maggie enjoying a frolic in 

the mud 

https://www.networkrail.co.uk/running-the-railway/our-routes/anglia/anglia-level-crossings/
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Group Reports 
Sedgemoor  

With a full programme, the group has enjoyed some good walking in all areas. 

This winter has been relatively dry under foot and our walks on Sundays and 

some Saturdays have been well supported.  

We hosted the Area AGM in February with a walk in the morning, attended by 

28 including Kate Ashbrook, a Ramblers Vice-President.  Around 40 attended the 

AGM. with local speaker, Chris Siddaway, giving an interesting and humorous talk 

on "The Worthy & not so worthy of Somerset from the Normans to the C18th”. 

We finished with tea, coffee and a fine selection of home-made cakes.  

The group has conducted surveys for SCC.  Our working party meets once a 

month and has cleared paths, installed new gates and repaired stiles. In March we 

were in good company as South Somerset working party helped us replace old 

stiles for new at Sutton Mallet, co-ordinated by Tracey Sutton, Area Warden for 

Somerset County Council.  We exchanged ideas and experiences. Our summer 

mid-weekly evening walks have begun and will continue until the end of August. 

Our second Quantock Walking Festival takes place on 10 & 11 June. With nine 

walks over the 2 days, in this AONB and all will be welcome to join us.   

Happy Walking,     Tony Fawle, Sedgemoor Chairman 

 

Woodspring Ramblers  

Woodspring has continued with a full programme of walks throughout the win-

ter. It is very encouraging to see so many new members taking up walk leading; 

more in each programme.   

Footpath maintenance continues each month with the most recent task being the 

installation of 10 gates and kissing gates along a section across the levels near 

Tickenham. The gates look very nice but some are left in positions requiring a lot 

of work  by the farmers to re-instate their main gates and fencing.  

The group enjoyed a very nice weekend at Brendon, thanks to Terry and Hazel, 

with a little help from Robin and Eddy.  We had 6 walks over the weekend with 

34 participants and the weather was very kind. This is the 9 th year Terry and Ha-

zel have provided this excellent weekend and the enthusiasm for it to continue is 

as strong as ever.   

Membership stands at 196, a further reduction, despite getting new members.  

The reduction is due to members who have not actually walked.   

David Thompson, Chairman, Woodspring. 

 

Somerset Young Walkers 

Somerset Walking and Activity Group (SWAG) was rebranded in early 2017 to 

Somerset Young Walkers, in order to reiterate our original status as a young 

person’s group aimed at walkers in their 20's, 30's and 40's. Since then we have 

noticed an increase in younger  people joining us which is great for the future.  
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We are now well into our busy Summer programme, having a walk every weekend in May, 

June & July, plus a number of evening  walks too, all over Somerset. You can find out more 

about us on our website: www.somersetyoungwalkers.org.uk or on Facebook, 

Meetup.com, Twitter and Instagram.  Ben Long, Somerset Young Walkers  

 

West Somerset Ramblers 

We continue to thrive with a full and varied programme of walks that is well supported by 

members. Wednesday half day walks are becoming increasingly popular, and some concern 

has been expressed that group size is too large on occasions. 

A successful group holiday with high uptake was organised to St Mawes with walks for all 

abilities.  Plans are being made for a Day Trip to the Dartmouth Area, to coincide with the 

Dartmouth Music Festival, providing walks for all levels of ability and an option to visit 

Coleton Fishacre, the National Trust Property on the east side of the River Dart. 

Our new Footpath Secretary is currently kept very busy responding to an attempted clo-

sure of the traditional coast path route by the Blue Anchor Chalets Association.  He is 

collecting evidence on the high level of use of this path enjoyed by both local walkers and 

visitors.             Shirley Jeffray, West Somerset Ramblers  
 

Mendip Group  

Membership At the 1st of May our membership is 325, down 1 from this time last year. 

Working Party Report  The working party remains very active and is out virtually every 

week. 

Walking Festival  Next year’s festival will be at Butleigh. There will be a long walk, a me-

dium walk and 2 short walks that could be used to make one figure of 8 walk each day. 

Holidays.  Mendip Ramblers had a fantastic holiday on the Isle Wight. A group of 12 also 

had a week walking the Copper Trail around Bodmin Moor. We still have the following 

holidays to look forward to:  A self-booking week in Snowdonia, half of The Dales Way a 

week in Brittany and the Area Holiday at Charlecote Park. 

Walking Programme We continue to have a varied walking programme with often 40 peo-

ple out on our short Thursday walks. We are finding it increasingly difficult to fill the pub-

lished programme in advance but are finding that any gaps are readily filled-in nearer the 

date. Members are now very used to checking on the website to see if a gap has been filled. 

      Les Stather, Mendip Group Chairman 
 

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 
With grateful thanks for her help to Joan Gubbin 

If you have any news that you feel would be of interest to Somerset members or would 

like to comment on any current issue then please send them to Mavis Monahan: 

mavis@monahan.co.uk before 30th September  
      

Company Registration No 4458492.   Registered Charity in England & Wales No: 1093577.   Registered charity in Scotland, No: SC039799.  
Registered Office:  2nd Floor, Camelford House, 87-90 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7TW 

http://www.somersetyoungwalkers.org.uk
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